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What a busy and exciting first week back we’ve had in 2S!
We’ve already got stuck into our learning this week continuing to work on multiplication in maths. This week we
have looked at using arrays to show how multiplications like 2 x 5 and 5 x 2 might get the same answer but look
different to draw out.
In science we started our new unit, Animals including humans, and are very excited to continue learning about
this. So far we have been thinking about animal and human offspring. We looked at what offspring means and
discussed different names for animal young.
In English we have written a cold write of a setting description, which were brilliant already! We used lots of
adjectives, similes and prepositions in our writing.
We were also lucky enough to spend a day at Chester Zoo and spent a morning watching ‘Cinderella’ at the Parr
Hall. Oh yes we did! We had such a fun day out at the zoo, our favourite animals were the elephants, lions, giraffes
and the bats! We were brave enough to walk through the bat house! The pantomime was brilliant, we laughed our
socks off!

Pokémon cards are back! As a school we are more than happy for the children to bring in Pokémon cards to play
with and trade at break times. However, there are a few rules we would like the children to follow if they bring
them in:
 Trade stations have been set up on the KS1 and KS2 playgrounds.
 Trading/playing takes place during play times and lunch times only.
 Trading finishes when the whistle blows to signal the end of play/lunch time. Cards should be put straight
into pockets and put in trays when back in the classroom.
If anyone does not adhere to these rules Pokémon cards will be confiscated by the class teacher and returned at
the end of the school day.
Thank you for your support.

